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Editorial
by Sibok Lloyd Fridenburg
As I write this article, we are in the midst of the second most impactful event in the
history of WKFA. Who could have imagined how all our lives would change so
dramatically over such a short period of time. I recall expressing similar sentiments in
the July newsletter of 2006, just after we had tragically, and suddenly lost Sigung Bob.
Writing this article brought back a flood of memories and emotions, as well as hope for the future.
At the Black Sash meeting of June 1, 2006 Sigung had just announced the dates for his upcoming vacation
and we were coordinating class coverage. He also hesitantly held up his new Blackberry smart phone. This
was significant because Sigung Bob was very resistant to technological change. He also spent a considerable
length of time at that meeting discussing the expectations and responsibilities of Black Sash instructors.
Things that still resonate throughout WKFA.
By late June of 2006, we were in a state of complete shock and uncertainty. How will we continue to train?
Who will manage the school? Will students stay? Will instructors stay? Will students/instructors unite, or
divide? Would WKFA even survive? It was a summer full of turmoil and anticipation. Everyone played their
part, but a few individuals grabbed the reins and held on until we found an accountant who really wanted to be
a Kung Fu instructor; the rest is history.
I can’t believe that 14 years later we face the same questions, as we are once again assailed by external
forces beyond our control. And again, things will emerge quite different from what they were before we were
shut down. What we teach may change; the way we teach may change; and our physical protocols will
definitely change; at least for the foreseeable future.
If this pandemic had hit in 2006, I doubt that WKFA would have survived. We did not have the technology that
we have today and things like virtual classes would not have been possible. Even though we had a more
reasonable landlord at that time, we did not have nearly as many students, especially youth, junior, and LN, so
financial obligations would have been difficult to meet for more than a few weeks. Certainly not for 3 months.
However, things are much different in 2020, and after a few weeks of reflection, technology, combined with
Sigung Dave’s commitment to WKFA, allowed us to continue classes in an almost seamless manner. The inperson class dynamic cannot be replaced, but you are still learning Kung Fu, you
are still training Kung Fu, and you are still able to interact with your Kung Fu family.
And, again a few students and instructors grabbed the reins and showed great
determination in finding creative ways to keep our spirits up. I won’t name names
for fear of missing someone, but you all know who they are. Your efforts are noticed
and won’t be forgotten.
We have no firm date for the death of Sigung Bob, but it was close to the time of the
summer solstice; each year we pause to remember our founder. But, do not take
for granted the hard work and dedication of Sigung Dave; ensuring that we will
weather the current storm.
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Sigung’s Corner
The Importance of Routine in Times of Uncertainty
We are living through a period of great upheaval and uncertainty. Most of us are
experiencing feelings of frustration, stress and anxiety which stems from a perceived
loss of control. For me, these feelings were the strongest at the outset of this lockdown.
Once I more fully embraced my rock, Kung Fu, through routine, they became more manageable.
I was struggling to make the best decisions for my family, the Academy and myself. I spent 14 years creating a
life and community that I very much love. With the feeling of having lost it, I realized I was going through the
five stages of grief. After a couple weeks of feeling rudderless, with the encouragement of some friends in our
industry, I committed to learning how to deliver classes online. This meant determining the best technology to
use (pre-lockdown, I thought Zoom was an adjective for travel). This required a financial and educational time
investment, and eventually, dedication to a weekly schedule. Once the VWKFA was launched, a weight was
lifted and my days started to improve and become increasingly routine.
Each day still has tough moments, but routine is an anchor that keeps me mentally healthy and perhaps in the
best physical shape of my life. Disciplining to a daily and weekly routine provides structure, hope and a sense
of control.
In determining the best approach for our students while unable to train in person, I felt it was particularly
important to create a weekly schedule of online classes resembling the in-person schedule. I quickly realized
this was the right path. Our Academy exists to teach the life-changing benefits of training Kung Fu. I genuinely
believe we need teachers. We are a wonderfully positive and unique community of students, instructors and
families and by attending these weekly classes, we hold us accountable to one another and in turn our health
goals.
My daily routine starts with a large glass of water, followed by Wim Hof breathing, push-ups, practicing one of
Shifu Yuan’s Qi Gong forms with my daughter, making the bed, eventually cycling to the Academy while
listening to a book or podcast, teaching a slate of classes to the best of my ability, then practicing the drums.
Of course there are a lot of variables day-to-day (helping the kids with their online schooling, housekeeping,
administrative tasks, watching Avatar/Korra with the family, etc.), but by sticking to the aforementioned routine,
I feel much better. I keep Sundays as a rest day and break routine, which energizes me to approach the next
week with more resolve.
I implore you to plan out your own routine that is in accordance with the goals you have always held for
yourself. Include some form of meditation and exercise. The VWKFA will help you – make the first step of
committing to join classes regularly and protect this routine. Kung Fu training is about cultivating your sense of
discipline; my teacher always said, “the first discipline is to come to class”. It will help foster good habits and
break bad ones.
Through this lockdown, I have experienced that having a routine that includes Kung Fu is more important in my
life than ever; I am beyond grateful to our community, which keeps me committed to mine as we stay
committed to one another.
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Youth Students Column
by Sifu Cristina Prudencio-Brunello
Hello Youth students, missing all of your lovely faces right now! Life has been pretty crazy
these last few months – so much of our lives are now online, like school, extracurricular
activities, Kung Fu, and even hanging out with our friends and family over video chat.
And while we’ve had time to adjust to our new world, our brains may not have caught up
quite yet, and we can have a lot of emotions swirling around. Maybe you’re sad that things have changed,
maybe you’re happy to be home, maybe you’re stressed about schoolwork or worried about what comes next.
There are endless possibilities and combinations. These are all okay feelings to have.
Sometimes, these feelings can be a bit challenging to navigate. Luckily, Kung Fu is here to help us out. On top
of learning how to block and punch (and do all manner of cool Kung Fu things), we learn to be mindful. This
means we keep bringing our attention to what is happening in this moment, instead of thinking about the past
or worrying about what the future will look like. Mindfulness is a great life skill, but like everything in Kung Fu, it
requires practice.
We practice mindfulness every class when we meditate. We sit down, close our eyes, and focus on just our
breathing. It can sometimes be difficult to do, but I have a few fun tricks and methods that might help you out…
Balloon Breathing
•
•
•

Imagine that your belly is a balloon
When you inhale, pretend the air is filling up that balloon (you can watch to see your belly expand!)
When you exhale, do it slowly and with control so the balloon doesn’t fly away

“Square in the Air” or Box-Breath
•
•
•
•
•

Breathe in for a count of 4
Hold the breath for a count of 4
Breathe out for a count of 4
Pause for a count of 4
With each count of 4, think about drawing one side of a box in the air!

Colourful Breath (courtesy of Sifu Lorna)
•
•
•

Pick your favourite colour
Pretend the air is that colour as you breathe it in
As you exhale, imagine that the air you’re breathing out is your least favourite colour

Meditation is a great way to stop, take a minute or two, and check in with yourself. How are you feeling right
this second? Are you happy? Restless? Sad? Frustrated? Excited? Sometimes, simply recognizing that you’re
experiencing a certain emotion can help to calm you down and bring your mind back to this moment.
I’ll leave you with a quote from one of my favourite movies: “Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, but
today is a gift. That is why it is called the present.” – Master Oogway (Kung Fu Panda)
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Junior Students Column
by Sifu Jeremy Norris

Self-Monitoring our Mental Health
Everyone has gone through individual times of struggle, and it is hard. You get this
feeling that no one knows what you are going through, or a feeling of loneliness where
you are isolated and disjointed from everyone else. These times are hard, especially
when relating it to our current circumstances, but our Kung Fu community is making sure that you aren’t alone
during these unprecedented times.
Being together as a community is a great way to limit individual struggles and create a culture where every
person can thrive. Our Kung Fu community has done an amazing amount of work to limit the amount of
individual stress and bring our community together when it is needed most. There are both physical and mental
resources that have been created to keep active when isolated.
The main challenge faced when being isolated is our mental health. As a community we may have all these
amazing tools at our disposal, but what happens if you are not motivated to use them? Self-monitoring our
mental health is a major factor when it comes to motivation. A tool to help increase positive mentality is to
make a routine. When stuck at home it is easy to fall into a slump of laziness, this overall leads to a sense of
sadness and lack of purpose. When making a routine consider these factors: What can you do to stay active?
What can you do to challenge yourself? Or Is there anything you want to get better at? These factors are key
questions you can ask yourself when trying to fill your day with activities that do not include sitting on the
couch.
Now, how can we add Kung Fu into that routine? Whether we take our
current circumstances into consideration or not, every student should
have been training at home regardless…right? Either way some tips to
include Kung Fu into a routine are simple. Take time in the morning to
focus on past techniques or basics. Then later in the day take something
you want to get better at and focus on retaining those skills. If you find
yourself bored during the day practice! Remember it only takes a few
minutes to run through some forms or technique. If you get that need for
a sense of community within your at home training, check social media
for our community challenges or tune into the virtual classes during your
scheduled class time.
To self-monitor during these times is important and it is not easy to
always evaluate yourself fairly. Look for changes in your attitude and in
your mentality. Ask yourself what can I do to change this and make
myself stronger? Adding Kung Fu and keeping that physical and mental
exercise is important. Do not just use this time as an excuse to relax, remember individual struggles are hard.
Use our Kung Fu community to stay connected with others and emerge from this a better version of yourself.
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Adult Students Column
by Sifu Mark Jolley

Renewing that Kung Fu Spark
I had previously planned this topic for the newsletter later in the year. I wanted to go over
all the great things training at Waterloo Kung Fu provides. Then wham Covid 19 kicks in
and Kung Fu classes are shutdown. I honestly was lost without the classes. What could I do? I realized I
needed to stay active, so I started training at home and realized my love for the martial arts was still there.
Then a miracle happened. Virtual Kung Fu to the rescue!!
As I write this column during the Covid19 lockdown, I believe the relevance of the topic is more important than
ever. We have been unable to attend physical classes for nearly 3 months. Most of our daily routines have
been affected, turning us into binge watching couch potatoes. Fortunately, Sigung has put together outstanding
virtual classes to keep us motivated and engaged. As the numbers for the virtual classes have proven, there is
a definite need for and love of Kung Fu, even in lockdown.
Thinking back to when you started, what was the spark that drove you to train in Kung Fu. Was it a movie/show
or a demonstration? For your first grading, an essay is required on why you decided to train in Kung Fu and
why did you choose WKFA? As years go by and ranks achieved, have you ever re-evaluated why you are still
training? Is it the same as when you started, or as the years have gone by, have your reasons changed?
Some train for the physical aspect, while others enjoy the martial art aspect. The great thing about Kung fu is it
takes concentration to fully grasp the theme being taught. There are many other sporting activities that will
keep you active, but Kung Fu requires your full attention. You can come into the class stressed about work or
family. Kung Fu can distract you from your daily stress and provide a
positive outlet. Even our virtual classes provide a great diversion from
our lock down. Unfortunately, self-defense and sparring are a major
casualty of virtual training.
However, as a couple of classes have proven, training without a
partner is still a viable exercise. As in shadow boxing, “shadow selfdefense” allows you to practice the technique with added force that
you would otherwise not exert with an actual partner. Forms can be
practiced, although most of us will have to do it in a confined space.
Use this opportunity to work sections of the form. This provides a
great opportunity to understand the techniques, but also the area the
form takes up. If it is a weapon form, you can either substitute with a
smaller item, or practice the form open handed. Without practice, it
doesn’t take long to lose co-ordination or remember your forms.
Practice creates muscle memory.
Use this unique opportunity we have been presented with to re-ignite
your spark for Kung Fu.
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Parents Column
by Guest Contributor Sibok Lloyd Fridenburg
First off, be sure to read the column written by Sifu Rikin. It is very timely and is a
topic that all parents will relate to.
Having come from a very different generation I can’t imagine the pressures being put
on families in this time of isolation and uncertainty. Schools are closed, kids can’t visit their friends, normal
routines no longer exist, and a return to some kind of normality seems to be a constantly moving target. So
how do you keep the kids entertained throughout this upheaval? Perhaps that perspective is the problem, and
not the solution.
Parents today are overwhelmed by the seemingly endless wants and needs of their children. Baseball, soccer,
gymnastics, dance, and video games. Perhaps you should view our present circumstances as an opportunity
to take back your kids. Work to instill your values without the encumbrance of all the external influences that
typically bombard your kids. Become the teacher by realizing that things like morals, ethics, compassion,
respect, inclusion, and responsibility need to come from you as parents and not from teachers, coaches, or
other instructors. If you rely on external sources, including the school system, you are allowing others to have
an undue influence on the psychological and moralistic growth of your kids.
You have been presented with a unique opportunity that will have an impact on your kids for the rest of their
lives. Talk to them about your hopes and dreams; teach them how to cook, clean, and organize. Teach them
the value of sitting quietly and observing nature; use current events as a learning tool and openly discuss them
with your kids. Develop new routines, as well as maintaining existing ones where you can, including their Kung
Fu routine.
This is an excellent opportunity for you as parents to become directly
involved in their Kung Fu training. Instead of plunking them in front of the
computer screen and hope they will be a willing participant in class, join
them and help them take full advantage of the virtual classes. Help them
understand the necessity of adapting to circumstances and show them that
things really haven’t changed as much as it may seem. Be there to help
them overcome physical and psychological problems.
You can view this submission as words of wisdom, or you can view it as the
ramblings of a curmudgeonly old guy that doesn’t understand modern day
parenting. But you can view pandemic isolation as a problem or as an
opportunity. Personally, I think you have been handed a golden
opportunity. Make the best of it, many years down the road your kids will
thank you.
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Dr. Sifu Rikin Speaks Out
Screen Time For Martial Artists: The Opportunity
Screens and digital media impact all of us especially now during the current pandemic.
While I target this article to help Youth (>5yo) and Junior students, my request is for all
Adult students and parents to take a moment to reflect on their own screen practices
with the hope of modeling positive changes. In this two-part series, I will first start with
briefly describing the scope of the issue with motivation for our students and then in the second part provide a
4 Ms approach for parents to navigate this issue better with their children.
According to the Canadian Pediatric Society ‘screen time’ refers to time spent with any screen, including smart
phones, tablets, television, video games, computers or wearable technology. In a 2018 study by MediaSmarts,
parents report that about 36% of their 10-13-year-olds spend 3 hours or more per day using digital devices
for reasons unrelated to schoolwork. That’s at least 21 hours a week! Another nation-wide survey, noted that
high school students in Ontario, were averaging more than 7.5 hours per day on various screens, with 20% of
high-schoolers spending 5 hours or more per day on social media alone. However, research suggests that
teens are less susceptible to the negative effects of high screen time levels (i.e.,> 6hr/day) than younger
children.
It has been shown that among teens that excessive screen times (>6hrs/day) has been connected to both
depression and increased anxiety. For adolescents that spend more than 50% of their free time on e-games, it
has been linked to conduct problems, hyperactivity, peer and emotional problems. Increased screen time has
been connected to increased weight gain due to increased sedentary behaviour and poor diet. Both sleep
duration and quality is clearly negatively impacted when it is too close to bedtime. Finally, parents also
perceive decreased family time and closeness in home where many devices erode family connectedness.
By reducing our “screen time” to a minimum, as martial artists we have a tremendous opportunity. Not only can
we improve our Kung Fu skills, sharpen our minds and bodies but we can also be powerful examples of
discipline (that we develop through Kung Fu) to our friends and family members to inspire change amongst
them. As I tell my patients and families at work, having extra time during this pandemic also gives us a unique
opportunity to learn a completely new skill or explore a new activity, even if it simply eating healthier, reading
more or choosing a new family activity.
To conclude, WFKA is introducing a “Knock Out” screen time summer challenge. Here are the steps for
students wanting to participate:
1. Commit, by documenting the amount of total “screen time” you have in a day.
2. Choose a way to document the number of min/hours reduced daily or weekly
3. Describe how you shifted that time into ANY other activity (i.e outdoor sport, kung fu, reading, time with
family etc.)
Each person will be asked to write a brief reflection on the impact of how shifting their screen time positively
changed their life. Sigung and myself will read them over and choose the most exceptional transformation –
one Youth, Junior and Adult student. The winners will receive a gift certificate to WFKA Martial Arts Store in
September. Amount TBA but it will be good $$$.
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Food for Thought
“If it is true that the sun, the seasons, the waters, and human life itself go in cycles, the inference is that ‘there
is time for all things.’ Something different to be done at each stage of the cycle…Only when we realize that
nothing is new can we live with an intensity in which everything becomes new.” ~ Northrop Frye
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